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SUMMARY

We extend the optimal symmetric group sequential tests of Eales & Jennison
(1992) to the broader class of asymmetric designs. Two forms of asymmetry are
considered, involving unequal type I and type II error rates and different emphases
on expected sample sizes at the null and alternative hypotheses. We discuss the
properties of our optimal designs and use them to assess the efficiency of the family
of tests proposed by Pampallona & Tsiatis (1994) and two families of one-sided
tests defined through error spending functions. We show that the error spending
designs are highly efficient, while the easily implemented tests of Pampallona &
Tsiatis are a little less efficient but still not far from optimal. Our results demonstrate
that asymmetric designs can decrease the expected sample size under one hypothesis,
but only at the expense of a significantly larger expected sample size under the other
hypothesis.

Some key words:Asymmetric test; backwards induction; Bayes decision problem; error
spending; interim analyses; one-sided test; optimal group sequential test; unequal error rates.

1. INTRODUCTION

Group sequential designs offer potentially large reductions in the expected number of
patients enrolled in a clinical trial. An obvious criterion for choosing between the
wide variety of sequential designs available is a low expected sample size for a chosen
treatment difference. Optimal one-sided tests have been devised by Jennison (1987) and
Eales & Jennison (1992), while Eales & Jennison (1995) and Chang (1996) have found
optimal two-sided tests. In one-sided testing, attention has been focused on symmetric
problems in which the type I and type II error rates are equal and the same importance is
attached to the expected sample sizes under null and alternative hypotheses. In practice,
studies are often designed with a higher type II error rate than type I error rate. Moreover,
motivation for stopping under null and alternative hypotheses can be quite different, as
evidenced by the boundaries proposed by DeMets & Ware (1980, 1982), and as discussed
by Moussa (1994) and Senn (2000). We have, therefore, extended the method used
by Eales & Jennison (1992) to find optimal one-sided group sequential tests without
symmetry constraints.

We formulate the statistical testing problem inx2 and describe three families of group
sequential designs inx3. We derive our optimal tests inx4 and indicate how they can be
modified to place more emphasis on expected sample size under one of the hypotheses.
Numerical results are presented inx5.
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2. STATISTICAL FORMULATION

Consider a trial comparing a new treatment to a control where the difference in treatment
efficacy is measured by a parameter�, with positive values of� implying superiority of
the new treatment. We assume independent observationsXi � N(�; �2), i = 1; 2; : : :,
will be available, where�2 is known. Such data could arise in a paired comparison
where eachXi represents the difference in response between paired subjects on the new
and control treatments. We note, however, that results for this situation apply much more
widely, in view of the general theory for group sequential analysis of normal linear models
and survival data in Jennison & Turnbull (1997). Suppose a test ofH0:� 6 0 against the
one-sided alternativeH1:� > 0 is required with type I and type II error probabilities� and
� at � = 0 and� = � respectively, where� represents a clinically significant treatment
difference. We shall compare sample sizes of group sequential tests to

n�x =
�
��1(1� �) + ��1(1� �)

	2
�2=�2;

the number of observations required for a non-sequential test ofH0 againstH1 with the
above error probabilities. Here,� denotes the cumulative distribution function of the
standard normal distribution.

A group sequential test is specified by the maximum number of analyses,K, the total
number of observations at each analysis,n1; : : : ; nK, and a stopping boundary. Let

Sni =

niX
j=1

Xj; i = 1; : : : ; K:

Then at analysisi, if Sni 6 ai we stop to acceptH0, if Sni > bi we stop to rejectH0, and
if ai < Sni < bi we continue to analysisi+ 1. Herea1; b1; : : : ; aK ; bK are constants with
ai 6 bi for i = 1; : : : ; K � 1 andaK = bK in order to ensure a final decision. Define
N to be the number of observations on termination, a random variable taking values in
fn1; : : : ; nKg. For a specified boundary, error probabilities and expected sample size
E�(N) at given values of� can be calculated using numerical integration of the joint
distribution offSn1 ; : : : ; SnKg; an efficient algorithm for this is described by Jennison
(1994) and Jennison & Turnbull (2000, ch.19).

OnceK; n1; : : : ; nK; �; �; � and� are chosen, designing a group sequential test is a
process of selecting the boundary pointsa1; b1; : : : ; aK ; bK. We shall show how to choose
boundaries to minimiseE�(N) for particular values of� or integrated over a range of�
values. The optimal tests derived this way can be used in their own right but they also
provide benchmarks against which standard tests with convenient parametric forms can
be compared.

3. POPULAR EXISTING METHODS

3�1. The� family

Pampallona & Tsiatis (1994) describe a family of sequential tests, indexed by a parameter
�, which extends the symmetric tests of Emerson & Fleming (1989) to allow asymmetric
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error rates. Group sizes are assumed to be equal, soni = (i=K)nK for i = 1; : : : ; K. The
boundaries are given by

ai = �ni � c2(�; K)i�(ni�
2)

1

2 and bi = c1(�; K)i�(ni�
2)

1

2 ; i = 1; : : : ; K;
(1)

wherec1(�; K) andc2(�; K) are determined to ensure error rates� and� are attained.
Values ofc1(�; K) and c2(�; K) can be found from tables in Pampallona & Tsiatis
(1994) or Jennison & Turnbull (2000,x4.2), or determined by a two-dimensional
numerical search. The maximum sample size varies with� and is equal to

nK = fc1(�; K) + c2(�; K)g2K2��2=�2;

the value needed to ensure thataK = bK in (1).

3�2. Error spending tests

The error spending approach, introduced for two-sided tests by Lan & DeMets (1983),
provides a flexible way of handling unequal and unpredictable group sizes. Jennison &
Turnbull (2000,x7.3) describe the construction of one-sided group sequential tests using
two error spending functions,��(t) and��(t), for the type I and type II error probabilities
respectively, following the approach of S. Pampallona, A.A. Tsiatis & K. Kim in a 1995
Harvard School of Public Health technical report and Jennison (1987,x5) . A maximum
number of observations,nmax, is specified and critical valuesa1; b1; a2; b2; : : : are found
by successively solving

pr0 fSn1 > b1g = ��(n1=nmax) and pr� fSn1 < a1g = ��(n1=nmax)

at analysis 1 and

pr0 fC1 \ : : : \ Ci�1 \ Sni > big = �� (ni=nmax)� �� (ni�1=nmax)

and pr� fC1 \ : : : \ Ci�1 \ Sni < aig = �� (ni=nmax)� �� (ni�1=nmax)

at analysesi = 2; 3; : : :, where pr� indicates a probability evaluated under treatment
difference� andCi denotes the eventai < Sni < bi. The functions�� and�� are non-
decreasing and satisfy��(0) = 0, ��(0) = 0, ��(t) = � for t > 1, and��(t) = � for
t > 1. At the design stage, the value ofnmax can be chosen so that the boundaries
converge at the final analysis under a particular sequence of group sizes, typically a
specified number,K, of equally sized groups. However, the test can be implemented for
any observed sequence of group sizes and maximum number of groups and will maintain
a type I error probability of exactly� and power close to1 � � as long as the target of
nmax is eventually available should the boundary not be crossed at an earlier analysis.
Further details of implementation are provided by Jennison & Turnbull (2000,x7.3).

In assessing the efficiency of error spending tests, we shall concentrate on their
expected sample sizes in the special case when the ‘design sequence’ consists ofK
equally sized groups, soni = (i=K)nmax, i = 1; : : : ; K, and precisely this sequence
arises when the test is conducted, so error probabilities are exactly� and �. Their
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additional abilities to cope with unpredictable group sizes should not, however, be
forgotten.

We consider two families of error spending tests, each indexed by a single parameter.
Adapting the� family introduced by Kim & DeMets (1987) to the one-sided testing
problem, we set

��(t; �) = �min(1; t�) and ��(t; �) = �min(1; t�)

for a chosen value of� > 0. Similarly adapting the family of error spending functions
proposed by Hwang et al. (1990), we define

��(t; ) = �
�
1� e�min(1;t)

�
= (1� e�)

��(t; ) = �
�
1� e�min(1;t)

�
= (1� e�)

�
for  6= 0;

and
��(t; ) = �min(1; t)
��(t; ) = �min(1; t)

�
for  = 0:

Chang et al. (1998) report the use of this form of one-sided error spending test with
 = �4 in a clinical trial of treatments for coronary artery disease. Within these two
families, the choice of� or  determines the necessary maximum sample size,nmax, for
given�; �; � and�2 under specific design assumptions, for example,K groups ofnmax=K
observations each.

4. DERIVING OPTIMAL TESTS

4�1. Unequal error rates

We now derive group sequential tests that minimiseE�(N) for certain values of�.
Specifically, we shall minimise the following objective functions;

G1 =
100

n�x
� E�=2(N) G2 =

100

n�x
�

1

2

n
E0(N) + E�(N)

o

G3 =
100

n�x
�

1

2

n
E��=2(N) + E3�=2(N)

o
G4 =

100

n�x
�

Z
E�(N)

2

�
�

�
�� �=2

�=2

�
d�;

where� is the density function of a standard normal random variable. For symmetric
group sequential tests,G1 to G3 are scaled versions of objective functionsF1 to F3

considered by Eales & Jennison (1992), and are simply expected sample sizes under
specific values of�, expressed as percentages ofn�x in order to simplify comparisons.
The more complexG4, equivalent to Eales & Jennison’sF5, isE�(N) integrated over a
normal distribution for� with mean�=2 and variance(�=2)2.

We follow the general approach of Lai (1973) and Eales & Jennison (1992) and
create a Bayes decision theory problem whose solution corresponds to the optimal group
sequential test we seek. The decision problem is to choose betweenD0:� = 0 and
D�:� = � with the costC(D; �) of making decisionD under treatment difference�
given byC(D0; �) = d�, C(D�; 0) = d0 andC(D; �) = 0 otherwise. We set the cost
c(�) of taking one observation to be one for every value of� contributing to the objective
function to be minimised and zero otherwise. Finally, we place a prior� on�, which is
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nonzero only at� = 0, � = � and those� for which c(�) 6= 0. For objective functions
G1 to G3, we place equal probability at each value in the support of the prior for�. For
G4 we setc(�) = 0 for � = 0 or � and one otherwise, and use a prior of 1/3 on� = 0
and� = � and 1/3 distributed asN(�=2; �2=4). We shall illustrate the ingredients of this
decision problem with an example inx4.2.

For specific values ofd0 andd�, the Bayes decision rule with the minimum expected
cost can be found by backwards induction and the probabilities of making a wrong
decision under this rule can be calculated. By searching overd0 andd�, we can then
find a problem for which the Bayes rule has pr0(D�) = � and pr�(D0) = �; this rule is
precisely the optimal group sequential test we seek.

For the symmetric case, whend0 = d� and the boundary pointsai; bi at analysisi are
equidistant fromni�=2, details of the backwards induction algorithm are given by Eales
& Jennison (1992). In the asymmetric problems we consider here, the costsd0 andd� are
not necessarily equal, and critical valuesai andbi at analysisi are no longer equidistant
from ni�=2. The details of the backward induction algorithm which solves our decision
problem are given in the Appendix.

Software which implements our method of finding optimal group sequential tests is
available from the first author or as University of Bristol Statistics Group research report
01:18, available from

http://www.stats.bris.ac.uk/pub/ResRept/2001.html .

4�2. A set of asymmetric objective functions

Objective functionsG1 toG4 are symmetric in the weight placed on the expected sample
size underH0 andH1. However,� = 0 and� = � have very different implications for
the investigators who may well be more interested in the expected sample size under one
hypothesis than the other. Hence, we consider a set of objective functions, indexed by a
parameter�, which place different emphases onE0(N) andE�(N):

L� =
100

n�x

n
(1� �)E0(N) + �E�(N)

o
; � 2 [0; 1]:

This family provides a continuum of objective functions, centred onG2 which arises when
� = 1=2.

To find a group sequential test minimisingL� we solve a Bayes decision problem as
outlined above. The prior on� is �(0) = �(�) = 1=2 and zero elsewhere, and the cost of
one observation is given byc(0) = 1� �, c(�) = �, andc(�) = 0 otherwise. The risk of
a decision rule is

Risk = expected cost of sampling+ expected cost of decision

=
X
�

�(�)c(�)E�(N) +
X
D

X
�

�(�)pr�(D)C(D; �)

=
1

2

n
(1� �)E0(N) + �E0(N)

o
+

1

2

n
d0pr0(D�) + d�pr�(D0)

o

=
1

2
L� +

1

2

n
d0pr0(D�) + d�pr�(D0)

o
; (2)
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and the Bayes rule will minimise this risk. If the costsd0 and d� are chosen so that
pr0(D�) = � and pr�(D0) = � for the Bayes rule minimising (2), this rule also minimises
L� among all rules with error probabilities� and�, thus identifying our optimal group
sequential test.

5. RESULTS

5�1. Relative efficiency of optimal,� family and error spending tests

We have used our optimal group sequential tests to assess the efficiency of the�, � and
 family tests with respect to the objective functionsG1 toG4 for both equal and unequal
type I and type II error rates� and�. We considered the case of equally spaced analyses,
with the cumulative number of observations at analysisi given byni = (i=K)nK for
i = 1; : : : ; K; Eales & Jennison (1992) have found that further optimisation over the
timing of analyses generally results in only a small decrease in the expected sample size.

We first considered tests with� = 0:05 and� = 0:1, evaluating� family tests with
K = 10 equally spaced analyses and shape parameter values� in the range�0:5 to 0:5,
leading to tests with maximum sample sizenK between 1.05 and 1.93 timesn�x. Tests
with nK > 1:4n�x were discarded as we are primarily interested in tests with maximum
sample sizes only a little larger thann�x and, as noted by Jennison (1987), the expected
sample size begins to increase asnK increases further. The remaining tests had values of
� between�0:5 and 0.2. For each value of� we also found optimal group sequential
tests with the same group sizes minimising each ofG1 to G4. We investigated error
spending tests in a similar way. We found tests with shape parameters� between 0.8 and
4.0 and ranging from�5:0 to 0.5 to havenK between1:03n�x and1:4n�x and computed
optimal tests with the same group sizes as each error spending test.

FIGURE 1 GOES ABOUT HERE

In each family of tests the maximum sample size is a function of the parameter,�,
� or , for that family. Figure 1 plots the values of the four objective functions against
the maximum sample size for the three families of tests. The ‘optimal’ curve gives the
lowest possible value of the objective function attainable at each maximum sample size.
In general, the two error spending families have similar properties and are highly efficient
for all four objective functionsG1 to G4. Both types of error spending test out-perform
the� family tests except for objective functionG1 and high maximum sample sizes. The
all round efficiency of the error spending tests is perhaps surprising since each optimal
test is chosen with regard to just one criterion and will not necessarily perform well with
respect to the other criteria. There is little to choose between the two families of error
spending tests and these are, in most cases, superior to the� family tests.

We have carried out similar studies withK = 2, 3, 5 and 20 and all combinations
of error rates� = 0:01, 0.05 and 0.1 and� = 0:05, 0.1 and 0.2. In all cases, including
those with symmetric error rates� = �, the results followed very similar patterns to
those seen in Fig. 1. It is simple to implement tests in the� family when the data
arrive in equally sized groups, and they are reasonably close to optimality. As well as
being capable of handling unpredictable group sizes, both families of error spending tests
studied are highly efficient across a range of parameter values, with the family proving
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marginally more efficient than the� family when the maximum sample size is only a little
larger thann�x. These qualitative properties remain the same whether the type I and type
II error rates are equal or unequal and similar values of�,  and� lead to efficient test
designs in each case.

5�2. Robustness of the optimal tests

FIGURE 2 GOES ABOUT HERE

Figure 2 shows the performance of our optimal tests with respect to the objective
functions for which they are not optimised. Results for tests minimisingG1 to G4 are
shown as solid lines with numerals indicating the test represented by each line. The dotted
line in each plot shows the results for the family of error spending tests with superior
performance for that objective function, the� family for G1 and the family in the other
cases. All tests in Fig. 2 haveK = 10, � = 0:05 and� = 0:1.

A striking feature of Fig. 2 is the excellent performance of tests minimisingG2 and
G4 with respect to all four objective functions. Indeed, the optimal test forG4 is almost
always superior to the error spending test whennK 6 1:2n�x: this good all round
performance is perhaps to be expected sinceG4 combinesE�(N) over a range of� values.
We have observed similar results for tests with other values ofK; nK=n�x; � and�. In
particular, tests minimisingG4 are in almost all cases superior to the parametric group
sequential tests commonly used.

FIGURE 3 GOES ABOUT HERE

Figure 3 shows the optimal boundaries with respect toG1 toG4 for a group sequential
test ofH0:� 6 0 againstH1:� > 0 when�2 = 1 and a maximum of five groups of eight
observations each are available. The maximum sample size is approximately117% of
n�x, and error rates are� = 0:05 at � = 0 and� = 0:1 at � = 0:5. The boundaries
which minimiseG2 andG4 are very similar throughout the trial; by comparison the
test minimisingG1 reduces the opportunity for very early stopping but has narrower
boundaries later, and the test minimisingG3 offers the greatest chance of stopping at
the first analysis but has the widest boundaries at analyses three and four. Qualitatively
similar patterns are evident in tests optimisingG1 to G4 for other values ofK, nK=n�x,
� and�.

5�3. Unequal sample sizes underH0 andH1

FIGURE 4 GOES ABOUT HERE

Varying the value of� in the objective functionL� changes the emphases on expected
sample sizes under the null and alternative hypotheses. The extreme casesL0 andL1

are the expected sample sizes underH0 andH1 respectively, expressed as percentages of
n�x, andL0:5 is the mean of these. Figure 4 shows values ofL0, L0:5 andL1 achieved
by tests optimised for each of these criteria withK = 5, � = 0:05 and� = 0:1. Each
graph in the figure shows the minimum possible value for one objective function as well
as the value of that objective function achieved by tests optimising the other two criteria.
Thus, in (a) the dotted curve shows the minimum expected sample size attainable under
H0, the solid line represents expected sample size underH0 of the test minimisingL0:5,
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and the dashed line gives expected sample size underH0 of the test minimisingL1. We
see from Fig. 4 that the test minimisingL0:5 is close to optimal under bothL0 andL1 but
tests optimised to just one ofL0 andL1 perform very poorly with respect to the other.
Analogous calculations for tests with different numbers of groups and error probabilities
lead to similar results. Our conclusion from these comparisons is that, in designing a test,
it is unwise to focus solely on expected sample size under a single hypothesis.

FIGURE 5 GOES ABOUT HERE

In each of our three families of tests, modifications can be made to place different
emphases on early stopping to reject and to acceptH0. To do this, we specify two separate
values of the usual shape parameter, one associated with each stopping boundary. In the
� family, we allow different values of the shape parameter,�1 and�2 say, to appear in
the formulae forai andbi respectively in (1). Then the specified type I and II error rates,
along with the constraintaK = bK , determine the constantsc1 and c2, with the test’s
maximum sample size following as a consequence of this choice. Hence, for a given
maximum sample size, there is a one-dimensional continuum of pairs(�1;�2) for which
tests can be defined with type I and II error rates equal to� and�. Similarly, separate
values of� or  may be used in the type I and type II error spending functions for the
two families of error spending tests and, again, there is a one-dimensional continuum of
pairs(�1; �2) or (1; 2) which can be used to define tests with error rates� and� and a
particular maximum sample size.

Properties of these tests are illustrated in Fig. 5 for� = 0:05, � = 0:1, K = 5 and 10,
andnK equal to1:05n�x and1:1n�x. The curves labelled, � and� plot pairs of values
(L0; L1) attained by extensions of, respectively, the and� families of error spending
tests and the� family of parametric boundaries. The solid line shows values(L0; L1)
achieved by tests minimisingL� as� ranges from 0 to 1 and, by a standard Lagrangian
argument, these pairs indicate the minimum possibleL0 for a givenL1 and vice versa.

We are most interested in the central section of each curve where a reduction in one of
L0 orL1 is matched by a similar sized increase in the other. Here, we see that extensions
of the, � and� families do provide a trade-off between expected sample sizes under
H0 andH1 while retaining good overall efficiency; the error spending tests are highly
efficient and the� family tests are typically a few percentage points behind. However,
the scope for trading between performance underH0 andH1 is limited and, if taken too
far, can result in a minor reduction in expected sample size under one hypothesis at the
cost of a substantial increase under the other. Extreme cases of this behaviour were noted
for the tests optimisingL0 andL1 in Fig. 4. In general, this is undesirable but it may be
appropriate in some circumstances. For example, in testing a new treatment for a non-
lethal disease, we might wish to stop the trial as early as possible if the new treatment is
found to be inferior to the existing standard in terms of the primary endpoint but be happy
to gather additional information on its secondary characteristics if the new treatment is
superior.

Interestingly, in introducing one-sided group sequential tests, DeMets & Ware (1980,
1982) adopted an asymmetric approach, setting a tight upper boundary for rejection ofH0

but a wide lower boundary for acceptingH0. Although it seems intuitively reasonable to
do this when one’s prime concern is in early stopping to rejectH0 if the mean is positive,
our results show a need for caution in setting highly asymmetric boundaries. Well-chosen
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tests placing roughly equal weight on early stopping underH0 andH1 can be expected to
perform well by both criteria, but too strong emphasis on just one of these two objectives
may prove counter-productive.
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APPENDIX

The backwards induction algorithm

The Bayes decision problem ofx4.1 is solved by a backward induction algorithm. We
must choose between decisionsD0:� = 0 andD�:� = �; our cost functionC(D; �) is
zero except forC(D0; �) = d� andC(D�; 0) = d0. For any� 2 M, the relevant parameter
space, the cost of one observation isc(�) and the prior on� is �(�). The following
equations are appropriate for objective functionsG1 to G3, where� has a discrete prior
distribution; forG4, the prior is a mixture of discrete and continuous parts and summation
over� 2 M becomes a combination of a sum and an integral. We can take up toK groups
of observations, with the cumulative sample sizes beingn1; : : : ; nK at analyses 1 toK.

Denote the sum of the firstni observations bySni(i = 1; : : : ; K) and the posterior for
� at analysisi givenSniby p(i)(�jSni).

The minimum expected loss incurred by stopping at analysisi (i = 1; : : : ; K) with
sample sumSni is

�(i)(Sni) = min
�
d0p

(i)(0jSni); d�p
(i)(�jSni)

	
:

For analysesi = 1; : : : ; K � 1, we define�(i)(Sni) to be the expected cost incurred
by continuing to analysisi + 1 and then proceeding optimally there. Denoting by
F (i+1)(Sni+1jSni) the cumulative distribution function ofSni+1 givenSni, we have

�(K�1)(SnK�1) = (nK � nK�1)
X
�2M

c(�)p(K�1)(�jSnK�1) +

Z
1

�1

�(K)(SnK)dF
(K)(SnK jSnK�1);

and, fori = 1; : : : ; K � 2,

�(i)(Sni) = (ni+1 � ni)
X
�2M

c(�)p(i)(�jSni) +

Z
1

�1

min
�
�(i+1)(Sni+1); �

(i+1)(Sni+1)
	
dF (i+1)(Sni+1jSni):

The above integrals can be evaluated numerically, working backwards from analysis
K. For i = K � 1; : : : ; 1, �(i)(Sni) is calculated using boundary pointsai+1 andbi+1
already found and values of�(i+1)(Sni+1) computed on a grid of values ofSni+1 .
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To find the stopping boundary at analysisi we first find the valueS�ni for which
d0p

(i)(0jS�ni) = d�p
(i)(�jS�ni) so if the trial stops at analysisi decisionD0 is made when

Sni 6 S�ni andD� whenSni > S�ni. If �(i)(S�ni) 6 �(i)(S�ni) the trial does not continue
past analysisi for any value ofSni; if not, the boundary pointsai andbi are the values of
Sni satisfying�(i)(Sni) = �(i)(Sni), with ai < S�ni andbi > S�ni respectively.
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES

1. Objective functions achieved by� family, error spending and optimal group sequential
tests plotted against maximum sample size expressed as a percentage ofn�x. In each
display the optimal tests minimise the stated objective functionG1, G2, G3 or G4 for K
equally sized groups and the specifiednK. All tests have� = 0:05, � = 0:1 andK = 10.

2. Objective functions achieved by optimal group sequential tests and selected error
spending tests plotted against maximum sample size expressed as a percentage ofn�x.
Solid lines denote optimal tests, with the numerals indicating which objective function
each test minimises; dotted lines indicate the� family of error spending tests in panel
(a) and the family of error spending test in panels (b), (c) and (d). All tests have
� = � = 0:05 andK = 10.

3. Optimal boundaries for testingH0:� 6 0 againstH1:� > 0 with type I error� = 0:05
and type II error� = 0:1 fixed at� = 0:5. Up to five groups containing eight observations
of variance one are available.

4. Values ofL0,L0:5 andL1 achieved by tests minimising one of these objective functions
plotted against maximum sample size expressed as a percentage ofn�x. All tests have
K = 5 equally spaced analyses,� = 0:05 and� = 0:1.

5. Values ofL0 andL1 for optimal,� family and error spending tests when� = 0:05 and
� = 0:1. Graphs (a) and (b) have a maximum ofK = 5 analyses, while graphs (c) and
(d) haveK = 10; the maximum sample size is1:05n�x in graphs (a) and (c) and1:1n�x
in graphs (b) and (d). Points marked� represent tests optimisingL0:5, while the letters�,
 and� represent, respectively,�,  and� family tests with equal shape parameters.
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